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Abstract: The paper provides an analysis on fundraising competitive forces of small art and culture organizations in order to identify optimal features of fundraising strategy development during and after crisis time when absence of donors becomes a pressing issue. The analysis is fulfilled based on Michael Porter five forces model structure. Fundraising strategies should focus on intensive development of advanced communication with donors through modern technology application and reflect an integral vision of social needs which is the key success factor of fundraising strategy implementation in independent autonomous organizations. Financial resources in nonprofit sector seriously affect the stability of programs implementation. The lack of stability undermines organization efficiency what is evident to donors. This requires formulation of strategy for professional and repetitive fundraising.
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1. Introduction

The main subject of analysis of this paper is the small art and cultural non-profit organizations (NPOs). Their small scale comes from initial step of development. Such a organizations often work with people who are professional in work in social utility but do not have enough skills for strategy development and need to learn planning fundraising and its strategy implementation. Art and cultural sector organization are being recognised by donors as reflecting secondary importance regarding consumer needs. However they play an important role in society development and people empowerment (Alstrom et al., 2009).

The main purpose of paper is the identification of optimal features of fundraising strategy development. Those features reveal through social and economic status of society and are determined by competitive forces of the non-profit sector. Small art and cultural organizations are affected by competition of relatively bigger organizations which have been consistently funded for a long time by public grants. So to be effective in fundraising non-profits first need to acknowledge the competition performance in a sector and its competitive forces to overcome the barriers of donation access. Mentioned barriers occur not only during crisis time but are also visible beyond it.

According to Michael Porter (1996), competition between for-profit companies is not about who is the biggest, it is about who is the most profitable. Profitability and competitiveness
background in this approach is defined by Porter’s Five Forces model: customers power, suppliers power, threat of substitutes products or services, threat of new entrants, rivalry power.

Any economic entity deals with these five powers at least. According to M. Porter (2008), forces include the resources and processes which matter for business development. These relate to the number and density of customers and suppliers, the proximity of substitutes and their impact on the ability to raise the prices, and also threats to vertical integration, regulatory and financial barriers to market entry and exit. The model synthetically defines the possibilities and ways of strengthening the position within the current market concentration and its structure of entities. The focus is on the nature of competition typical for the industry and type of production (Gnjidic, 2018).

Porter’s Five Forces model could be applicable for nonprofits with some adaptations and could be used for investigating the competition for donations from different funding sources and making a strategic choice within a wider context (Piana, 2005). Competitive forces help NGOs to evaluate the market attractiveness criteria and understand the level of competition within the non-profit art and culture market sector as well as weaknesses and strengths to enhance fundraising effectiveness.

Authors of Americans Speak Out About The Arts Report (2018), claims that when it comes to contributing to the arts, one in four has donated money during the 2018 year to an arts or cultural organization, such as a museum, community arts center, or a public broadcasting station. According to “Giving USA 2019 Report” (2019), only 5% ($19,49B) of total annual contribution ($427,71B) was donated to art and culture in 2018, where 68% of donations were made by individuals. Art donation is one of the least popular causes to support. To compare with the other philanthropy spheres the number of individual donors in small art and culture is very little making this field a fairly new component of individual giving even in UK and US. Significant funding disproportion exists in donating to big organizations granted by amounts of funds exceeding quota offered to small scale nonprofits. For small art and cultural organizations the importance of grants is very high due to a little number of individual donors who weigh interest of support between small and big art and cultural NGO’s. In result there are few donors who support art and cultural NPOs. Significance of their power is high because of the availability of alternative ways to donate, switching costs, availability of information regarding other NGOs which gives the possibility to easily compare the conditions offered by different art and cultural nonprofits (Kafel, Ziębicki, 2009, Hamann et al, 2013).

The first section of this paper focuses on literature review and reports regarding individual private and institutional donating to small art and cultural nonprofits. This section is followed by an analysis of fundraising competitive forces within the structure of Porter five forces model. In the third section, based on mentioned analysis, paper provides insights on features shaping strategy for attracting donations through fundraising by small art and cultural nonprofits.

2. Literature review

According to Piana, competition is a process of different entities to compete for an optimal share of limited resources. The market where art and cultural nonprofits operate is very competitive in terms of funding sources that are necessary to advance the organizational mission (Piana, 2001; 2005). So the competitiveness is equally important to non-profit organizations as independence and its autonomy. Now as never before the art and cultural NGO sector shows an extreme competitive growth in terms of seeking funding due to in 2020 COVID-19 crisis
a catastrophic impact on art and cultural sector. As a result of crisis not only incomes from their own commercial activities has fallen but also from corporate donors who themselves were impacted by this crisis as well (Deitrick, et al, 2020).

The research which investigated competition among nonprofit organizations and its impact on fundraising was made by Rose-Ackerman (1982) and Harrison, Thornton (2015). In this model, due to competition, the fundraising costs are increasing and nonprofits maximize their revenues by choosing different fundraising tactics and extend expenditures budget on fundraising. With a large number of small non-profit organizations in a competitive charity with a free entry market, most of their revenue will be spent on gaining fundraising, and fundraising strategy can become excessive. From another side, Bose (2015) in his paper shows that competition among nonprofits could increase the aggregate donations by all donors in the market. But in spite of this increase in the margin amount of total donations, the average donations received per nonprofit decrease. It is harmful because it encourages competition between organizations for a specific donor, increases advertising and fundraising budgets, and leads to excessive fundraising that nonprofits undertake to deal by competing (Bose, 2015). Competition often affects the financial stability of an organization, and influences the quality of the provided service to its beneficiaries so that it may reduce social welfare. Tuckman and Chang (1991) claim that to leverage competition potential outcomes is cushioned by financial flexibility of budget which in turn accounts for a financial stability. They formulated a set of four determinants of financial flexibility of USA nonprofits as operation activity encompassing equity balances, diversified revenue sources, high administrative costs, as a reserve of funds used during a crisis and high operating margins. Authors showed high usefulness of these adopted conditions also for assessing organization survivability. Hager (2001) performed a research on determinants of financial stability focused on art organizations and claims that applicability of the measures varied substantially. For NGO theatres all measures were relevant but for culture centres and others different combinations of measures proved useful along with recent work of Greenlee and Trussel (2000). Mikołajczak (2019) claims that diversification is crucial for gaining financial stability of revenue because it leads to independence of public sources and makes nonprofits to intensify its activity towards individual and institutional donators. Sustainable and flexible financing bring stability but for many NGO desire to meet the financial needs of an organization often leads to commercialisation of projects and broadening of the scope of financial resources for taxed activities. Therefore, the search for financial stability leads to differentiation of financial sources, including fundraising.

In the case of art and culture organizations, it has also been proven that the increase in revenue from governmental sources leads to a decrease from private giving (Seongho et al., 2017; Diaz Diaz et al. 2017). This is due to several reasons, namely donors treat tax financed donations as a substitute for their voluntary donations, therefore subsidies have a negative effect on a non-profit organization’s fundraising effort especially when fundraising activities is considered to be costly for these organizations (Ziębicki, (2008). Finally, government grants reduce an organization’s incentive to work hard and lower organizational efficiency of fundraising efforts towards making giving decisions. So both low private giving and efficiency in decision making process will affect competitive position of art organizations when government grant dominate the revenue stream.

When deciding on fundraising than organization budget is usually affected by fluctuating donations. This is challenging for non-profit strategy planning because programmes budget may be substituted for overhead costs and fundraising budget. Beneficiaries needs oriented
programs are testimony for donors who do not favour high overhead costs ratio since too much money is directed to administration and fundraising (Burkart et al., 2018). As a result it may impact administrative capacities negatively and bring an inverse impact on organization competitiveness.

In relation to the studies above paper provides some features shaping fundraising strategy development. As non-profits vary in terms of size, numbers of employees, structure, the sphere of work and available resources, there is no only one right way to develop a fundraising strategy. The main idea of fundraising strategy is to describe: an overall direction – a common plan for one-, three or five-years period, fundraising objectives, key strategies for different segments of donors, such us individual, corporate or public, tactical plan for each segment, calculate the cost of raising funds, to set a schedule with the main milestones, and describe the main indicators to control and monitor the results (Jay et al., 2014). Bodine (2020) claims that the key step of fundraising strategy development is market segmentation which helps to identify suitable types of donors and customize specific offers to smaller target audience to appeal their need and interests, personalize communications and build healthy relationships with donors. The overall strategy outlines the long-term goals the organization intends to do but tactical plan outlines short-term action plan, schedule and Key Performance Indicators to measures a success of the exist strategies. Tactical plan contains all detailed fundraising actions for every donor segment that will be undertaken (Metha, 2016). Since, the organizations knows far more about today than about the future, tactical planning is more detailed and today-connected (Nielsen, 2019). Tactical plan should include a budget of each tactics and scheduling. While planning the budgets it is necessary to take into account appropriate fundraising costs that could be found in various benchmarking reports. While planning the dates of each activity it is necessary to distribute the load evenly to prevent staff burnout (Jay et al., 2014). While implementing a tactical plan not all of organizational fundraising ideas will work out and, or it may appear new sources along the way. Moreover small non-profits entering new markets and engaging new donors with new activities take a high level of risk (Heng, 2019; Vasicek et al., 2019). So, they could plan in a shorter period, test if their small steps help them to meet the goal, be ready for changes along the way. The situation of uncertainties is very similar to for-profits start-ups that is why it could be useful to take into account HADI-cycle (Hypothesis, Action, Data, Insight) technic which came from start-up world (Mingaleva, 2019).

In the light of foregoing fundraising strategy issue brings a question what are the competitive strengths of fundraising for small art and culture nonprofits? The Porter’s Five Forces model will support continuation of analysis.

3. Porter’s Five Forces framework relevance for non-profit sector

Investigating non-profit organization area of activity focused on fundraising in competitive environment based on Porter’s Five Forces model analysis focus in line of model definition on supplier and customer power, threat of substitutes, threat of new entrance, who regulate competition and natural rivalry power in a sector (Drzewiecki, 2012). Consequently by secondary data the breakdown of factors below presented is analyzed in terms of each market element.

The power of suppliers

In small art and cultural nonprofits suppliers are identified as donors who provide donations and one of the revenue source. The power of suppliers can be low if there are many
donors with small donation each, they act independently and the service which organization provides is unique and very different from any other nonprofits. The bargaining power of suppliers is an important factor due to the structure of financial support acquired by NGO’s. When the main source of income of art NGOs become public funding, institutions who provide this funding have a great impact on the development of organizations. Based on Arts Council England Report (2018) annual income of Arts Council of arts and cultural organizations in England from 2009 to 2018 consisted of earned revenue equal to about 33% and the remaining 67% was generated from sponsorships business organizations, corporate membership schemes, foundations and money received from the general public for which no benefit is offered in return. So, bigger part of income were donations from individual donors whose power as suppliers comes from influencing organizational strategy development. Large funders influence small nonprofits even more because due to the lack of resources nonprofits often change their goals and projects to meet the grants criteria. During the current COVID crisis in 2020 even the fact that public individual funding has reduced slightly it still remains the main funding source for many small art and cultural organizations, and has a big power to influence competition between nonprofits on offered grants (Bolton et al., 2017). Some foundations who support art and cultural nonprofits postponed opening their calls, and it became challenging to apply for open calls because organizations cannot plan continuation their activities due to the lack of certainty (Polivtseva, 2020). NGO can be on the verge of closing many programs due to dependence on suspended funding. From the one hand, it could impact a lot NGO’s future development, but from the other hand it became clear that art and cultural NGOs need to change their approach to financial sustainability and to consider development of recurrent individual donations and memberships by fundraising.

Supplier power is being reflected also by phenomenon of the crowd-out effect of public funding, as a potential impact of public grants on individual donating. Government grants make a crowding-out effect because potential donors, who are at the same time taxpayers, view their taxes as substitutes for private donations (Andreoni et al., 2003; Sherlock, 2009). An increase in public grants cause charities to decrease, which subsequently reduces the overall effectiveness of the public grant. Studies of Sherlock (2019) suggest that art nonprofits in USA found that a $1,000 increase in government grants decreases arts organizations’ fundraising by $264,70. The results of the research testify a negative relationship between government funding and fundraising efforts for the arts organizations and that crowd-out in fundraising efforts in art organizations is greater than in organizations who provide social service. All donors balance between norms, values, and cost-benefit rule. Many people do not recognize art and cultural organizations as those who provide real help to society and those who need financial support from individuals. Mostly art and cultural organizations are considered as those which should be supported by the government and to change this attitude organizations have to show the real situation and communicate their needs. Art and cultural NGOs in the UK receive less than 10% of total income from individual donors (Arts Council England, 2018), and the competition aimed to recruit individual donors also by fundraising is increasing dramatically due to understanding that this type of funding source is much more sustainable than public grants.

Organizations in the most compete for general public recognition and for beneficiaries and donors retention. According to Vogel (2017) in 2016 45% donations were obtained due to the average donor retention at the NGO. The conclusion is that the other 55% switched to other NGOs or decided to spend their donations for some substitute products. Loyal donors
are those who support organization from time to time. Increase in donors retention even in a small amount could positively impact NGO’s profitability. Many NGOs report that about 50% of cash donors never donate again and switch to another organization (Jay et al., 2014). After the first donation the donor is waiting for individual feedback to decide to go further. The second time donation is always an indicator of starting donor-non-profit relationships. In case the loyalty it is a middle level of donorship periodical support of the organization still without a feel of the strong connection with the organization. In this case organization is affected by a switching costs which are in this case almost equal to zero. At the “top” level of loyalty a strong relationships make donors to support the organization even though other non-profits are more competitive in the same field. This donors are more likely make a major or even legacy gift and switching cost for them are extremely high due to they consider themselves as a part of the project (Jay et al., 2014). The recurrent donors make annually 42% more than one-time donors (Te, 2020). So, the necessity of clear and personal communication becomes one of the main factors to decrease the power of switching costs and rise its level. Moreover now due to people who become more informed about non-profit organizations their expectations regarding accountability and transparency increase. In a situation of the full transparency, when any of the donors can request financial information at any time, non-profit organizations have to put much more effort into writing reports, financial planning, and accountability to remain attractive to donors by frequent communication (Behn, 2010). Rose-Ackerman (1982) shows that donors which have preferred ideology orientation tend to donate to nonprofits that match their goals. So, the main role in retention plays the loyalty of people who support the organization and NGO’s close relationships with donors.

One of the main factors to gain donors retention is a trust norm. Due to the fact that there are NGOs that do not report on the intended use of funds on Internet raise the quantity of fraud charity cases, this creates a wave of distrust that affects the entire sector. From the public point of view if there are organizations that spend money irresponsibly, society’s perception of the non-commercial sector in terms of financial spending is often negative (O’Really, 2018). According to Chronicle survey conducted in USA in 2015, 35% of Americans said they had little or no confidence in charities. Experts blame that it happens due to charities’ failure to promote trust. In Chronicle of Philanthropy about 80% of survey participants said that charities do a very good job in helping people, but the main issue is revenue: 30% are unsatisfied with the way of charities spending money wisely; 41% stated that salaries for NGO’s leaders are excessive; and 50 present said that while making a decision about donations, it is very important that charities spend a low amount on salaries, administration, fundraising, rent, utilities, information technology, financial management (Chronicle of Philanthropy, 2015).

Due to donor’s trust many organizations are caught in a vicious circle that fuels constant underfunding of overhead costs and have disastrous effects. Donors have unrealistic expectations about nonprofit running costs. Nonprofits respond to this pressure in two ways:

– Non-profit leaders try to conform to donor’s expectations by spending as little as possible on overhead and by reporting lower-than-actual overhead rates. The incorrect data could lead to decrease trust in the whole sphere.

– By skimping on overheads do not invest in the ability to fulfill their mission. They decrease costs on personnel education, do not invest in quality technics, do not buy good enough CRM systems, but this limited overhead investment is felt far beyond the office: old computers decrease the efficiency of work, poorly trained staff cannot help the organization to step to the next stage of the organization’s development (Goggins et al., 2009).
This underspending and underreporting leads to cycles that endlessly repeat to do more and more at less and less cost, and this drains nonprofits and make the competition for new donations even harder. To break this circle it is necessary to start a fearless conversation about these issues to refresh and make more realistic view regarding overheads (Goggins et al., 2009).

**The customer power**

On the one hand nonprofits deal with beneficiaries called customers represented by donators and on the other hand with beneficiaries in need to whom all programs are oriented. In the first case donors who provide help to NGO become both suppliers and customers. Donors who provide funds for NGOs from the one hand are suppliers because NGO could follow its mission with help of these resources, but from the other hand by providing these resources donors become customers because by donating they “buy” a sense of belonging to mission, and gain the opportunity to influence on social development by becoming a party of the solution that NGO implements through its programs (O’Reilly, 2018). On the other hand NGO stay oriented on beneficiaries in a light of non-profit organization’s mission which does not revolve around profits, but about causes they aimed to solve.

While analyzing a customer power in NGO fundraising activity sphere we find that beneficiaries compare the quality, performance and easily switch to substitutes which have low switching cost (Alstrom et al., 2009). This power will be strong when beneficiaries could easily switch between different NGOs and choose other alternatives on how to spend money they donate NGO in case of donators. The same power goes down when beneficiaries live in remote and neglected areas with the scarcity of nonprofit infrastructure. Community living in poor environment not equipped by NGO creativity and power deals only with public and on-profit services delivered. The choice within this capabilities conditioned by not the only financial factor can be targeted nonprofits (Woronkowicz et al., 2017).

**The threat of substitutes**

Substitutes are a part of NGO fundraising strategy of attracting donors in the non-profit activity area. Substitutes refer to program content and its significance to environment. The threat comes also with the fact that a local government unit or a private entity can take the role of an NGO, and whether beneficiaries stay with NGO depends on whether they provide better choices for beneficiaries, who are then better able to satisfy their needs. So when planning fundraising organizations faces not only with individual customers but also with collective group what matters for donations gaining. When society or part of it shares a common vision of the problem and its solution, then for NGO offering authorship solution it will be easier to attract donors sharing this vision. The lack of social consensus on NGO supportive programs will lead to stronger competition among organizations while organizations will need to constantly defend their point of view on how to solve the problem and will compete for resources but parallelly to that fundraising expenses will increase (Heng, 2019). In the case of art organizations, it will be necessary to prove that art and cultural initiatives can solve the social problems of people at-risk by providing them equal access to art and culture. The same time in society prevailing added value is to solve the problems of people from social risk groups like employment and humanitarian assistance, psychological support or helping with education. Many art and cultural organization engage art and culture divided constituencies and donors in economically depressed or rural areas where nonprofit infrastructure is rarely developed. In this case, the solution to the social problem under equal consideration involves several alternatives, and
competition of art NGOs for resources can be particularly intense. If society is aware of the problem and understands that the solution offered by an NGO is necessary, a homogeneous public opinion will tend to reduce competitive pressure and encourage joint solutions. While a fragmented public opinion will lead to a hardening of views and increased competition for financial resources (Ritchie et al., 2000). Moreover, in attracting funding from individual donors to avoid the threat of substitute programs that may be donated and could be selected nonprofits can’t neglect integral vision of social needs which is behind the success of fundraising implementation (Bose, 2015).

**Threat of new entrants**

Threat of new entrants refers to overcoming potential barriers to enter the non-profit sector. Potentially barriers or obstacles are extremely low since still the amount of unsolved social problems in society needs many more initiatives than already exist. In art and cultural NGOs the main real barriers to enter the market are: a low number of social entrepreneurs, fundraising professionals and existence of fundraising skill gaps.

According to startup community AngelList, startups in art sphere occupy the last place among startups opened per year (AngelList, 2020). Artists who want to establish their art NGOs have to have a mix of all these different skills and qualities. Moreover, any organization looking for fundraisers meet the fact that fundraising activity need long term investments by these it become one of the barrier to enter the market for new entities (Drzewiecki, 2012). Other words leadership and personal development could help organizations to become more sustainable and competitive to compare with new entrants. The barriers also are a local legislation that prevents foreigners from opening non-profit organizations in the country, the monopolization of certain specific areas of activity by some NGOs on the market, and the loyalty of donors to existing charitable organizations (Rose-Ackerman, 1982).

The threat of new entrants discloses increased competition for donors which complicate the process of raising money for both new and previously existing NGOs. For new NGOs, the easier to enter the market the harder it is to outlast and predict stability of their income and fundraising costs.

The entrance to NGO’s market is formed through channels by which resources are collected. Individual giving could be divided into three main channels in accordance to its mode: everyday giving, peer-to-peer giving and giving day donations (Frost et al., 2017):

- Everyday giving includes donations made via on a nonprofit’s website within a general year-round donation program or monthly giving programs, it could be a one-off donation for different year-round campaigns and events at different platforms as Youtube, Facebook, Instagram;
- Peer-to-peer donations includes donations driven toward peer-to-peer campaigns or events when individuals themselves create a personal fundraising page and solicit donations on behalf of an organization. This campaigns could be made in honor to run, walk or ride event, or a do-it-yourself personal fundraising campaign such as a “donate your birthday” campaign;
- Giving day donations includes all donations made typically in a period of 24-48 hours when organizations call donors to action through their short, time-based incentive. The most popular giving day donation initiatives are #GivingTuesday worldwide, Red Nose Day campaign in UK (Nonprofits Source, 2020), and in Poland Wielka Orkiestra Świątecznej Pomocy. In case donors have different choices on how to support the organization in different ways – to become a member, to make their own fundraising in a favor of the organization, to make
one-off donation via website, to subscribe on recurrent donation using VISA, PayPal, Yandex, Money, or other online services will give the organization the possibility to attract donors with different preferences and behavior (Bose, 2015). The Internet and new technologies give the opportunities to raise funds and to stay connected with donors who supported the organization with a one-off donation. Increasing the number of ways on how the donor is able to donate can increase the number of donations when everyone could choose the most comfortable method. The most suitable channels of donations become digital which provide a wide range of possibilities to make online donations from a laptop or mobile phone. However the charity sector stayed some steps behind the curve in using new technologies to communicate with their donors.

Small art and cultural organizations need to be very creative and offer alternative, unusual ways on how to support to be competitive and to attract the attention of potential donors. Especially during COVID-19 pandemic we witness the fact that social networks are filled with calls to support. Digital fundraising started developing very fast due to it becomes the only alternative to raise funds and to survive. But as small nonprofits in the most cases do not have resources to develop digital fundraising it becomes even more complicated to compete with big organizations.

The rivalry power

The way to gain individual power to rivalry NGO’s by gaining donors and beneficiaries tent to differentiate activity by specialization. For example, they could solve different social problems by means of different art and cultural activities (circus, theater, contemporary dance). NGO could be far different in their ideology and a concept. Nonprofits could deal with their rivals through adjustments in fundraising expenses or through the effectiveness of their impact on public goods. NGO will be more attractive for donors when achieve greater impact with the same resources. This way the effectiveness of donations will be higher (Ritchie et al., 2000). Wealthy donors are mostly supporting big long time existed organizations in the “traditional” spheres like museums, operas or ballet. Bose (2015) found that 60% of all investment is flowing to the 50 largest recipients and to compete with them for donations on a local level is extremely difficult. In this case, small nonprofits may attenuate this force by implementing more impactful campaigns to determine local communities, create good user interface at the website or implement innovative technologies to gain resources.

Individual rivalry power results from competitive factors as better communication with donors, attractive design and image in social networks that the donors would like to associate themselves with, wide range of channels to donate and transparency of internal and external relations (Ziębicki, 2008; Gnjidic, 2018). A key concern for current and potential donors is how charities spend their money. If for individual donors the organization is clear about how nonprofits spend donations it become the top factor that might motivate them to donate to a particular charity and power the rivalry (Saxton et al., 2020).

Nevertheless rivals who work in the same field could make a greater impact and receive more funds together decreasing rivalry power of activity field. For nonprofit leaders it is advantageous to come together since they may reach perceived potential synergies in fundraising. It becomes easier to recruit donors and to increase their loyalty by cooperating non-profit organizations. It is because they raise funds from donations on higher-impact efforts (Piana, Real Collaboration A Guide for Grantmakers, 2001). This influence rivalry for donors by changing the market competition structure. Moreover, nonprofits are more focused on cooperation
than for-profit organizations. Cooperation with existing rivals could help small art nonprofits to develop a unique selling proposition and to get competitive advantages over other donation-seeking organizations.

4. Desired features of fundraising strategy development

Based on the previous analysis of Porter's Five Forces framework we could identify features that art and cultural organizations should consider when developing their fundraising strategy for attracting individual donors in the crisis and after it completes. One of them is donor engagement through close collaboration and personalized communications. The more nonprofits understand donors and their behavior and what is their cause-driven passion the more effectively organizations could communicate and engage donors (Jay et al., 2014). One of the ways of engaging their donors is open free access to performances, concerts, workshops. It helps attracting attention and promoting their organization because people want to be advocates for cultural development (Te, 2020). Online reviews are also critical to their success, digital feedback is important for beneficiaries and donors. Donors want to see a year-round activity as a program results, how they have contributed, and the overall effectiveness of the organization (Burke, 2020). Most likely, the trend of digitalization and digital communications will only increase in the coming years, so charities, must effectively use their digital communications to reach their audience. Some charities are already well set up to do this, but based on research done by Media Trust and CharityComms, 53% charities are facing challenges with producing digital content for example, films, vlogs, infographics; 41% of charities are facing challenges moving their services online; 40% are facing challenges with digital fundraising and communicating and engaging their stakeholders (CharityComms, 2020).

Technologies allow organizations to deliver great donor experience by using different services. For example platforms like Patreon or Steady give the possibility to become a member or patron of the organization in an easy way. Development of these services was determined by the important global trend of subscription economy growth. Over the past few years, have been observing a growth in the preference of both businesses and consumers to subscribe to services rather than buy products. Especially it is connected with software-as-a-service companies, media, education and content producers like Netflix, Lingualeo, Apple Music, Spotify and others. Organizations have to better manage a direct, complex, responsive, multi-channel relationship with its customers. Long term relationships building with customers become an absolutely key formula for growth. Subscription model implies a service that is paid for on a regular basis. The danger for subscription is that another, better offer might come along. Membership campaign is a subscription model with added value proposition. After becoming a member Members receive tangible rewards like special news-letter or online hangouts for patrons as a part of their subscription. It takes not only a possibility to support, but also have good customer experience, to be involved in organizational planning and development, have the ability to interact with other patrons and team members. Incorporating these new ways of engagement with proven fundraising and marketing will give the organization a chance to succeed even during the crisis. Membership is based on the intrinsic value of the work and high level of loyalty. People support nonprofits because they like what they do. They feel an affinity with the work which non-profit creates and have longer lifetime value due to they get not only privileges from nonprofits, they engaged in organizational development, realize the value that the organization brings and have a close communication with organizational team.
So, the subscription-based membership programs could be a powerful factor affecting financial sustainability of the emerging project because monthly revenue allows to cover the minimum organizational costs and future salaries of key employees.

Expert Panel (2020) states that nonprofits spend 95% of their time raising funds, but only 5% on thanking donors. If to change that and to send timely, personal and specific gift “thank you” it will impact donor’s retention. To show donors how their money will be used to achieve organizational mission is necessary to show how their money are appreciated. Donors should know that their gift has a value and brings a certain impact, regardless of the size of the gift. Organizations should develop and implement a strategy for continuous engagement and cultivation of donors, in which donors receive updated organizational information, rather than requests to donate. This may not guarantee a repeat donation, but it will provide common ground throughout the year. This could be a quarterly newsletter that informs recipients about the success, activities of the mission movement, and organizational and industry news (Expert Panel, Forbes Nonprofit Council, 2020).

The most donors are interested in non-profit organizations because they want to make a difference. Therefore, an important aspect of engaging donors is to build a dialogue firstly about the social issues that the nonprofit organization is focused of. This helps to build relationships around a common goal and set of values, an emotional connection, and a purpose to work with nonprofit organization (Horsley, 2019; Joslyn, 2019).

Change management and leadership development requires regular, succinct, honest, open and face-to-face dialog with people who involved into organizational development. In a time of rapidly changing world, all changes must relate to the overall goals and objectives of the organization. Missions need to be regularly refreshed and realigned with strategic goals in order to keep them relevant and appealing. It will help to resonate with potential donors and sponsors and motivate them to give. Another recognized tactic is to purposefully search for people who support the organization, often members or patrons, who can give an external objective perspective about changes. For many art and cultural organizations, it is good to have a variety of knowledgeable and skeptical stakeholders among their donors, audience, or Board of members. Transparency for trust seems to be crucial component of each non-profit strategy. From 50% to 60% of people who were born after 1980 say that their decision to donate hinges greatly on whether they can see their gift’s impact (Chung, 2016). The website of the organization should have all details exactly where donations go. To become more interactive it is necessary to translate donations amounts into tangible results, provide proof through visual content (Nelly et al., 2018).

5. Conclusions

In times of crisis many organizations suffer and fail because of scarcity of activity conditioned by limited donations. This paper has employed the five forces model to identify competitive advantage factors taken into consideration when planning fundraising strategies during crisis. It also highlights that leadership in small art and cultural organizations need to be supported by management skills to change the strategic point of view on external communication and gain ability to effective resource management.

The number of donors who support art and culture is extremely low compared to other big non-profit cultural organizations especially in crisis time. So, for small art and cultural nonprofits, donor engagement becomes one of the main challenges. The better nonprofits engage in
mutual activity the better results they gain in reliance and trust of environment. This brings cause-driven passion donors to NPOs who offer recurrent support and emerge interest of the other donors. It is extremely difficult to retain the donor who made a one-time donation in response to an urgency case appeal. Giving, in this case, is made because of the urgency motivation, and not because the donor identifies with the nonprofit cause (Jay et al., 2014). Incorporating the identified new ways of engagement in areas of fundraising and marketing will give the organization a chance to succeed even during the crisis. People recurrently support the nonprofits which do what donors identify with. Donors feel an affinity with the work which the non-profit creates as they get not only privileges from nonprofits, they engaged in organizational development, realize the value that the organization brings and have a close communication with organizational team. NGOs in subject activity field subject sector can build their market position in fundraising by individual acting and specialization or by partnership. To avoid rivalry, small nonprofit tend to engage in cooperation by which they may achieve the same positive impact with fewer resources. Integral vision of social needs by NGO and local society guarantee individual donating as people understand organization plan and share its value and its approach to problem solution. Being comprehensive and transparent in funds distribution can significantly contribute to gaining donors through channels offered by Internet platforms. The measures addressed to channel communication will make nonprofit activity attractive and encouraging like products or services ads on for profit market. This activity leads to increase a switching cost factor which leads consumer to NPOs friendly decision alternative. Organizations being in early phase of development or those that stay small by choice both operate in competitive markets and always need resources to implement projects. Therefore in and after the crisis franchising strategy is one of the ways they can improve nonprofit performance.
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**Summary:** The paper provides an analysis on fundraising competitive forces of small art and culture organizations in order to identify optimal features of fundraising strategy development during and after crisis time when absence of donors becomes a pressing issue. The analysis is fulfilled based on Michael Porter five forces model structure. Fundraising strategies should focus on intensive development of advanced communication with donors through modern technology application and reflect an integral vision of social needs which is the key success factor of fundraising strategy implementation in independent autonomous organizations. Financial resources in nonprofit sector seriously affect the stability of programs implementation. The lack of stability undermines organization efficiency what is evident to donors. This requires formulation of strategy for professional and repetitive fundraising.
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